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Controversial Ledurer
Causes Siir At Cincinnati
(Associated Collegiate Press) "All hell broke loose,"
saia ineiMews Record oi Ohio's University of Cincinnati,
when Carl Braden spoke on cammis on "The Prohlpms nf Tn.
tegration in the Deep South." The talk was sponsored two
wcciuj ago oy ine ocuaents I or
Constitutional Freedom,' a local
campus organization.
Braden was repeatedly heckled
Dy the audience. Most of the heck
line concerned his arroearance be
fore the Senate Internal Security
Committee and his refusal to state
whether or not he was a Com-
munist when questioned by this
committee.
Braden's appearance on campus
made the iront pages of both Cin-
cinnati daily newspapers and was
featured on radio and TV. The
university switchboard was flooded
with calk from persons off --cam
pus. And the university president
accused the sponsoring groups
faculty advisor of using "verv
poor judgement" in allowing the
visit.
The president, Dr. Walter C.
Langsam, released this statement:
"The University of Cincinnati
has a policy on speakers sponsored
by student groups which has
worked satisfactorily over many
years. This has been to allow stu-
dent organizations to invite out-
side speakers with the approval of
their faculty advisers.
Making a Martyr
"This occasion is the first time
a faculty adviser, in approving this
invitation, has shown what, in the
view of the administration, is very
poor judgement.
"In this instance the sponsoring
student group
,
went about arrang-
ing for its meeting and speaker so
quietly that it did not come to the
Due to Comps and Finals
this is the school year's last
issue of the "Voice." Any sen-
iors who would like to pur-
chase a mail subscription for
next year can contact Paul
Menzel, Anne Grigs by, Alice
Olson or Skip Baker. Price is
$3.50 per year.
administration's attention until the
day before the speech. Although
the administration is as strongly
opposed as possible to having a
speaker of this type appear on
campus, it seemed better at this
late date to allow the meeting to
proceed rather than to bar it.
"To forbid on such short notice
the appearance of this speaker
would serve to make a martyr of
him precisely what he probably
would welcome.
"Because the University's policy
has, if only this one time, resulted
in what we feel is a mistake, the
administration will appoint a com-
mittee of deans and faculty to re-
view the policy and make pro-
posals for bringing it in line with
facts of life as they exist today.
"Having been caught in a bind
so late, with no better alternative
in view than permitting the meet-
ing to go on, it was yet felt the
silver lining might be to see how
many of our 21,000 students are
interested in hearing such a
speaker.
"By actual count there were
fewer than 150 at the meeting,
including many who came tn di.
agree. The University student body
snowed splendid patriotism as well
as maturity in virtually boycotting
the meeting. There were almost as
many students protesting at the
meeting as pickets as there were
in the meeting.
"In these troubled times the Uni
versity administration and facultv
are determined that the University
stand loyally for those thine
which are in the country's best
mimical.
The News Record telephoned
Braden in Louisville, Kentucky,
and obtained this statement:
"I am not particularly unset bv
heckling as such. I have taken a
firm stand for racial integration
and for abolishing the House Un- -
American Activities Committee, so
I expect abuse, heckling, jailing
and other iorms of harassment.
Closed Minds?
"What disturbs me is the fact
that college students take part in
the heckling of a speaker. Heck-
ling indicates closed minds, and
it is the role of a university to
help people to have open minds.
In that respect, the University of
Cincinnati has at least partly
failed.
"One statement bv the president
of the University shows that he
may be somewhat at fault in this
situation. He said the faculty ad-
viser showed poor judgement in
approving my appearance on cam
pus. If he were devoted to pro-
ducing open minds at U of C. Dr.
Langsam would welcome the ex
pression of all ideas on the cam-
pus including those with which
he disagreed."
Dr. Louis Harlan, the adviser
to the Students for Constitutional
Freedom, stated:
"It is part of the educational
process for Students to hear many
points of view. From these they
can, by reason, by discussion and
by inquiry into the facts, deter
mine their own pomt of view.
It is only when there are con-troversia- l
speakers that this educa.
(Continued on Page Six)
College Gives Litt.D.
To Pulitzer Winner
At an academic convocation in
the chapel yesterday morning
playwright Tad Mosel received an
honorary Doctor of Literature de.
gree.
The son of Wooster graduates
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Mosel,
who came for the presentation yes-
terday, he is the 1961 winner of
the Pulitzer Prize and Drama
Critics Circle Award for his play
All the Way Home.
Mr. Masel received his B.A. at
Amherst and his M. A. from Co
lumbia University. He also studied
at the Yale Drama School, where
he later became visiting critic in
television writing.
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Johnson Addresses Campus
On Atlantic Alliance Situation
Mr. Joseph E. Johnson, President of the Carnegie En
dowment for International Peace, will speak here Monday,
May 20, at 8:15 m Memorial Chapel.
The topic of Mr. Johnson's lecture will be "Whither the
Atlantic Alliance.
During the second World War
Mr. Johnson became involved with
the problems of the formulation
and implementation of foreign
policy. In 1942 he joined the
I: m
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Mr. Joseph Johnson
State Department where he became
Acting Chief and later Chief of
the Division of International se-
curity Affairs. In this post his ma- -
jor concern was the creation and
early operation of the interna-
tional security machinery designed
to make future wars less likely.
class reunions,. Alumni open
houses and the Senior-Alum- ni
Banquet and Dance.
Also there will be three Alumni
College lectures by Dean Bricker,
Dr. P. T. Raju and Dr. Calhoun
on Friday, June 7. Friday evening
and the following afternoon Gert-
rude and Robert Breen, television
entertainers, will present a pro-
gram of chamber entertainment in
Scott Auditorium.
Dr. Lowry will present the Bac-
calaureate sermon on Sunday, June
9. That evening the Concert Choir
will sing Benjamin Britten's "Re-
joice in the Land," under the di-
rection of Dr. Gore, and Bach's
Cantata' No. 78, under the direc-
tion of Skip James with soloists
Richard Miller, tenor, and Rich-
ard Jones, baritone.
Besides the graduation of 267
seniors at the Monday morning
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Dr. John W. Dodds, director
of the Special Programs in
Humanities at Stanford Uni-
versity, will lead Wooster's
93rd Commencement, June 10,
with his address, "How Human
Are the Humanities?"
A 1924 Wooster graduate, Dr.
Dodds received his M.A. and Ph.D.
from Yale, and an honorary Litt.D.
from Wooster, 1945. Prior to his
present position, Dr. Dodds taught
English at the University of Pitts-
burgh and at Stanford where he
served as Dean of the School of
Humanities from 1942-48- .
He has held several visiting lec-turship- s.
Also, he served three
years as senior Consultant on hu-
manities at the Educational Radio
and TV Center at Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
In his special field, the
period, Dr. Dodds has pub-
lished four works including bio- -
Off
Dr. John Dodds
graphies of Thackeray and South-ern- e.
In addition he has edited
volumes of fiction and plays.
Commencement will be pre
ceded by the traditional events of
Alumni weekend including 12
dore Williams and Dr. John Chit- -
turn.
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Choosing gowns despite the maternal advire nf "mntW
hen" saleswomen, selecting flowers and sending invitations
nave oeen maay s major tasks so lar.
The March of American Enter-
tainment," the men's sections have
prepared songs and skits to por-
tray the development of American
entertainment from Revolutionary
War folksongs to modern rock and
roll.
John Weckesser is the Master
of Ceremonies. In case of rain, the
pageant will be given in the Woos-
ter High School gym.
The Girls' Gubs will give a
concert tonight on the west steps
of Andrews Library, or nn the
staircase if it rains.
Tonight the Oueftn'a Rail will Ka
held for the first time in the gym.
Decorations are centered nmnnd
the theme, Central Park, and con- -
FRIDAY, MAY 10
7:30-8:0- 0 p.m. Girls' Clubs
Chorus
8:15 p.m. Oscar Wilde's
"The Importance of
Being Earnest"
9:00-12:3- 0 p.m. Queen's
Ball, gym
SATURDAY, MAY 11
10:00 a.m. Coronation of
May Queen
Color Day Pageant,
stadium
1:00 p.m. Track Meet,
Akron
Golf Match, Akron
Tennis Match, Akron
3:00 p.m. Baseball Game,
Akron
3:30-5:3-0 p.m. WSGA Tea,
Babcock Hall
9:00 p.m. Color Day
Dance, gym
SUNDAY, MAY 12
8:45 a.m. Church Service,
Memorial Chapel
10:30 a.m. Church Service,
Wes. Presby. Church
3.00 p.m. Symphonic
Band Concert, Quad
4-- 6 p.m. Reception and
Art Exhibit, Galpin
sist of flowers, a coffee house and
scenes from Broadway plays.
The same decorations theme will
be used for the Color Day dance
on Saturday. This is an open
dance. For entertainment seven
reshmen will do folic srvnora and
lead the audience in singing.
Sunday afternoon, a band con-
cert will be performed on the
Quad. The concert band will play
"EI Conquistador March" by
James L. Tarver, "Three Dances"
from "Nell Gwyn" by Edward
German, "A Festival Prelude" by
Alfred Reed and other selections.
In the art center, Sunday, three
senior women will display their IS
projects after which a reeeritlmi
will be held. Carol Romesbure- - will
exhibit two stained glass windows
and Valerie Jackson will show her
serigraphs. Chinese art will be dis.
played by Nancy Winfield.
Dr. and Mrs. William Schreiber
are holding an open house for the
participants in the "Wooster in
Vienna" program on Sunday after-
noon from 4-- 6. Wooster citizens
are invited to an open house in
the library from 1-- 9 p.m. on Sat-urda- y
and 2-- 5 p.m. on Sunday.
Nine Coeds Choose
French House Life
Nine French-sneakin- c coeds will
do their best to forget their native
language next year as thev move
into La Maison Francaise.
Chosen by Miss G. Pauline Ihrie
and Miss Frances Guille are Karen
Angel, Judith Black, Betty Crooks,
Margaret Harmon, Virginia Har
rison, Karen Kosis, Mary Lou Mc-Corke- L
Nora Spielmann and Phyl
lis Witowsld.
Paga Two
Inflation Fear
The English, it would seem, are considerably more
and less superstitious than Americans at least as far! that
is, as the government fiscal policy is concerned. Nobody there
carries the Hag, or shouts the
mien uuugci ucuuus uiiu national uems are meniioneu.
In fact their budget deficits have been and are consider-
ably larger (relatively) than ours. The London Economist,
after hearing of President Kennedy's tax and budget proposals,
even called for a tax cut two-third- s larger.
Eisenhower consistently tried to balance the budget and
the years of his Administration were one continuous series of
recessions. The inflation bogeyman was held before the public
as the almighty justification for a balanced budget. Inflation
cannot just be explained by the too-much-money-for-too-few-g- oods
theory; cost-pus- h inflation is equally, if not more im-
portant.
The national debt in proportion to gross national product
has been cut in half since 1947. Some respected economists
have advocated as much as a $20 billion increase in the debt
just so it can continue in its functions as a credit base and in-
strument for monetary policy.
Somehow the American people and their politicians
cannot muster the intelligence to understand the most funda-
mental economics. One is tempted to send them all a copy of
some up-to-da- te introductory economics texts.
Russian Is Vital
Some students and faculty have shown much concern
in the last week over the omission of introductory Russian
from next year's schedule of courses. Those responsible for
the decision not to offer Russian have primarily cited finan-
cial reasons.
We would seriously encourage a reconsideration of this
decision. The heavy demand on this campus for a Russian
language course cannot be denied. To those who would deny
it we recommend a quick look at the number of students on
the waiting list for Introductory Russian at registration two
years ago.
By just considering the number of Wooster graduates
who go on into diplomatic careers one can see the value of
Russian to this campus, but its value is not limited by that.
Perhaps the cost of expanding one department (German in
this instance) to allow one of its professors to teach Russian
would be worthwhile. Some other courses have been added
to the curriculum next year which would hardly seem as vital
as Russian.
xGrave Doubt'
Last week three student officers of the Indiana University
chapter of the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) were indicted
in one of the first tests of Indiana's 1951 anti-Communi- st law.
The indictments were handed down by a special County
Grand Jury on the third day of its investigation of pro-Cuba- n
demonstrations on the Indiana campus last fall. The indict-
ments charged the three with meeting on March 25th "for
the purpose of advocating the overthrow of the government
by force, violence or any unlawful means."
Indiana University officials noted that the University's
attorney had "grave doubts" as to the constitutionality of the
law. We certainly hope there would be doubts.
To interpret "pro-Cuba- n dmeonstrations" as advocating
"the overthrow of the government by force, violence or any
unlawful means" is one of the most ridiculous distortions in
intent' we have encountered in some time. It is indeed doubt-
ful if the YSA is Communist or has any intention of over-
throwing the government by unlawful means.
Fear of internal Communism has convinced some po-
litical elements in this country that any group with radical
or very liberal views is a threat to the existence of the Con-
stitution.
We will recognize the power of the state to abridge free-
doms of speech, press and assembly, but only in certain
rare instances of "clear and present danger" to the existence
of democracy. The YSA at Indiana University can hardly
fulfill these requirements.
The "Voice" staff extends its sympathy to all those
who are concerned about the sudden death of
Lincoln Chen.
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By the time this column
missed it or heard it. "It" happens to he a certain Mass hy
franz bchubert which a certain Brooke Creswell will have
conducted last Wednesday. This is a roundabout way for
getting us into a sentimental
article about Schubert and we want
no complaints he ought to be
talked about and sentiment is
hardly out of place.
Old Franz, ein Katholischer
was born in Vienna around the
turn of the last century, lived there
tor most of his life, and produced
some of the loveliest music known
to man. This is not surprising: the
southern regions of Teutonic (as is
well known) produce the world's
hnest selection of beer. wine, and
their complementary foodstuffs,
and Schubert's music shows it. His
tunes the less melancholv ones
are flowing and golden, as Mun
chenes Bier is flowing and golden.
The northern latitudes of Ger
many, of Europe for that matter,
produce men of sterner stuff and
give them sterner stuff to drink.
They are thus (it has been pointed
out) firm masters of dispassionate
logic, highly knowledgeable m
metaphysical discourse, but given
to pomposity and lacking in cer
tain types of imagination.
Not so the southerner. His
thoughts, uninhibited by Lutheran
austerities, are given to pretty
girls and April afternoons. Hence
ochu'bert.
This is not to make light of him
or to imply that his music is triv-
ial. Pretty girls can be fickle, as
r
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The Daily News, an independent
Turkish newspaper, carried a note
about some trouble Mr. Khrush-
chev ran into during the March
elections in Soviet Russia. Mr.
Khrushchev turned up later than
expected to vote and explained
that he had first forgotten his I.D.
card.
North Joins the Crowd
(ACP) The Egyptian, South-
ern Illinois University, Carbon-dale- ,
Illinois, gathered up these
student statements on various ex-
aminations:
"The three stages of life are
childhood, adolescence and adul-
tery. Some people never reach the
third stage."
In Sinclair Lewis' novel, "Bab-
bitt," "The bunch was a group of
fliverous characters."
Poetess Elizabeth Barrett Brown-
ing was a "criple," said a boy
who explained later that he ohose
that term because "I don't know
how to spell 'invalid'."
Assigned to write on commuting,
appears, vou will either have
can April afternoons, and there is
much more than mere fluidity in
Franz. There is sadness and lone- -
ing and loneliness, and a kind of
dispair that no Presbyterian can
quite fathom. Listen to the second
movement of Death and the
Maiden or the Fourth SymDhonie
or some of the darker parts of
the Unfinished.
Still, there was the other, brieht
er side and it is found in the Mass
G Major Creswell will have
conducted. The Credo is a case in
point. It is precise, but unlike the
precision of lesser works, highly
moving, and it proves once asrain
that Schubert, contrary to the
opinions ot some, could handle an
orchestra.
In its humanity and honesty and
clarity, that Credo is worth a
whole whooping tentful of evan
gelist ministers: for a few brief
moments, in fact, it turns the
Aposde's Creed into a document of
almost scientificially proved vera-
city. x-- s
We do not have the slightest
idea how Creswell will handle it.
He has the talent to do a credit-
able job and, besides, he has Schu-
bert on his side: we are not wor-
ried. If you missed it because vou
had to study that afternoon or
indulge in some similar stupidity,
we are glad. You deserved to.
AT ?vh$
iF 0v
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Notebook
Editor
one student explained he goes
home weekends "to get a bowel
of my mother's vitals." Still an-
other themewriter revealed that her
most precious possession is her
"chester drawers."
One Wooster Western Civ. stu-
dent, a well-know- n former student
senate officer, in fact, wrote about
"the leaning tower of Pizza." May-b- e
it was leaning North.
Personal Appearance
Since most of the readers of
this paper are very familiar with
the Christian religion, I include
a prayer of a southern African
tribe. King Adam Kok, King of the
Griquas, prayed during one crisis:
"God! In spite of all our pray-
ers, we keep on losing our battles.
Tomorrow we are fighting a really
big battle. We need help very
badly, God, and there is sbmething
I must say to you. Tomorrow's
battle will be a serious affair. It
will be no place for children. I
ask You therefore not to send your
son to help us. Come Yourself."
i
SCOTS FORUM
Friday, May 10, 1963
Weber Writes Views
Dear Editor:
I should like to clarify a few
points I made in my review of
Thistle in your last issue which
seem to have been a source of
some misunderstanding during the
past week.
In my statement that "Thistle
quite obviously does not enjoy an
overabundance of good material
from which to select
..." I wasimplying that Thistle does not en-joy an over-abundan- ce of truly
good material from which to select.
Thus I was stating a salient reason
why lfustle was published only
once this year.
In other words, Mr. Erdelvi
chose to publish one consistently
good edition rather than two of
less rigorous standards. Indeed,
there was enough material submit-
ted to put out half a dozen averaze
magazines. Moreover, with a single
edition it was financially feasible
to print the magazine rather than
to revert to the less satisfactory
photo offset process used for the
last two years.
Finally, I felt that a new stand
ard of excellence had been set by
the forthcoming Thistle and I was
theretore prompted to state that.
"about the only comparison that
can be made with past issues is
that this issue follows them." I
then proposed that there was a
considerable amount of untapped
creative potential on our campus
which could, in fact, supply ma
terial tor two meaningful maga- -
zmes a year instead of one.
Sam Weber
Question
To Bob and David:
Did you ever ask abcdefghijkl
onmpgrutsvwxyz i
Joan Culver
Lower Student Fees
Dear Editor:
When the editor of the Voice
finally got around to replying to
Nolan Rhea's complaint that stu
dents are made to pay more for
the Voice than
, mail subscribers.
he said simply that the outgoing
staff did not want to take a posi-
tion in the matter, and he neatlv
included me in this category.
This is a category in which I
do not belong. I can find no fault
with Mr. Rhea's view that it is
inequitable for a student to pay
$4.00 yearly for the Voice while
a subscriber pays only $3.50," es
iet-j-g on
by
Twenty-fiv- e Republicans are
state legislature. This evidence
fortunes has led to predictions
a Republican governor in that
A temporary solution has been
round for part of the unemnlov- -
M J
ment problem in the U.S. West
Germany has ottered transporta-
tion and summer jobs to Ameri-
can students to help ease the Ger-
man labor shortage. It seems nice
o have a little toreign aid come
our way once in a while.
On May 21, the wheat farmers
of the country will vote on a re
ferendum proposed by Secretary
rreeman. A two-third- s yes vote
would put all fanners under com
pulsory production and marketing
regulation. If the proposal is re
jected, price supports will be
lowered to $1.25 per bushel. Free
man has threatened to flood the
market with surplus wheat if the
referendum is rejected.
A few years ago, "A Short His-:or- y
of Modern China" bv Liu
Shao-ch- i was printed containing a
map supposedly showing what
Mao Tse-tun- g meant when he
said that the task of China is
:o recover her. lost territories.
The lost territories include large
portions ot Russia, part of a
India, Nepal, all of continental
Southeast Asia east of India,
all of Korea, Formosa, and the
islands south of Japan, including
Ukinawa. those who believe a
division of Laos would solve our
pecially since it costs about 80c
more to process a mail subscrip.
tion than a student subscription.
The net result of the excessive stu-
dent fees is that the Voice is geared
so as to either waste money in
a shameful fashion or else to oper-
ate at an enormous profit.
Accordingly,- - I have long ad-
vocated a reduction in the student
fee from the present $4.00 level
to about $3.35, and as such, my
views concur with Mr. Rhea's
rather than with those of the
Voice editor. Certainly I have no
objection to committing the new
Voice staff to the "inflexible
stand" of lower student fees.
John Aten
Whizzing TUB
Dear Editor:
All this Student Union talk
Just whizzes by my ears.
It's likely that we'll get it
In another hundred years.
All this Student Union talk
Will very quickly end
A new dorm would be my choice
Had I the wealth to spend.
All this Student Union talk
Is there' really a need?
I'd like to cast my humble vote
And cry out No Indeed!
Doctor, philantropist, Indian
chief,
And low Kenarden sub,
Will tell you if you ask him,
"We don't need no new TUB."
Fizz Ed Bilding
Perception
To Joan:
"The most beautiful things are
those that madness prompts and
reason writes. Gide
A work of art is a form, is
spirit disciplined by reason.
To compare elements of forms
is to consider style.
A consideration of style is only
valid as it leads through heighten-
ed perception of the elements of a
form to an appreciation of the
form in and of itself.
Perception of the elements of
a form, prompting an awareness
of its unity and the spirit of its
creation, is the appreciation of
a work of art.
Perception through reason
prompts awareness of spirit.
.
Robert Beckmann
David Newby
now in the North Carolina
of the rapid rise of GOP
and expectations of electing
state next year.
fas
Pope
problems in that area had better
take another look at Mao's stated
intentions.
Richard Nixon has made several
speeches lately on Cuba and other
issues, as well as hinting at his
favorites for the GOP presidential
nomination. He has also announced
he will move to New York to prac-
tice law. One begins to wonder if
Dick isn't Dick's favorite candi-
date.
Kennedy is apparently pleased
at the thought of running against
Goldwater in 1964. He feels he
could bury Goldwater in an ava-
lanche of electoral votes by sweep-
ing the East, which oddly enough,
Goldwater's backers have already
conceded to him.
Now that Erhard has been de-
finitely chosen as Adenauer's suc-
cessor in West Germany, that
country's present labor disputes
may become even more acute. An
economics minister, Erhard sought
to keep inflation to a minimum by
holding down wages. The workers,
however, are beginning to demand
larger share in Germany's post-
war prosperity. Strikes are threa-
tened, and the boom may finally
be leveling off. It may hurt Ger-
many's competitive position in the
world market and help the United
States'.
The Vatican may join the U.N.
rriuay, may xu, j.vo.3
GLCA F.leeis At Wesleyan,
Plans Magazine, Group Tour,
Assigns Project To Woosfer
by David Mortensen
Two weeks ago today student leaders from the 12 schools
calling themselves the Great Lakes Colleges Association met
on the campus at Ohio Wesleyan University.
Their mission was threefold: to figure out what had
happened since the hrst meeting
in Wooster last October, to assess
the sentiment on the various cam-
puses for inter-stude- nt body co-
operation, and to plan programs
for the next year. Of the 12
schools in GLCA, only three were
unable to attend this conference,
entitled "Academic Freedom."
Dave Newby from Wooster tra-
velled to the seminar that met to
consider further planning for the
proposed Great Lakes Anthology
a 12-scho- ol literary magazine.
With the valuable help of Mr.
Newby the reins for publication of
the journal were bestowed on Ohio
Wesleyan's committee. Students
Bill Whittier has won the
$10 participation prize in the
drawing following the Student
Union questionnaire distribu-
tion. The Student Union com-
mittee has finished tabulating
the essays; the IBM will con-
clude the objective portion.
The results are vital and
will determine the future of
the proposed Union and the
committee.
from this campus are invited to
submit materials for the magazine
to the Senate with the understand-
ing that they will be published
if they are selected in the late
fall.
Ohio Wesleyan also undertook
the preparation for planning sum-
mer travel for Europejbound stu-
dents for the summer of 1964.
Students throughout the GLCA
can be reasonably sure of tremend-
ous savings and scheduling oppor-
tunities for that summer.
Because of the decentralizing
effect brought to bear on this type
of student programming in any
college atmosphere (only three of
the 50 people at the second con-
ference had attended the first), the
delegates at Ohio Wesleyan
pushed hard for a continuing, cen-tralize- d
organizational structure
COMP ROMP!
Students! Release tensions
and have a ball! Come to the
AFTER-COMPS-PART- Y, Thurs-
day, May 16, at 9:00 p.m.
in the Kenarden Quad. All
sections will have open
houses and there will be
dancing in the quad. All girls
will have late pers 12:00
midnight.
dedicated to coordinating the vari-
ous efforts the GLCA students un-
dertake and determined to plan a
second conference for this year's
new student government officers
probably at Antioch College in
the fall.
The central committee for this
six months is Wooster's, headed
by the author, and consisting pres-
ently of Gary Reichard, Al Arfken
and Pete Griswold. Students in-
terested in serving on the GLCA
coordinating committee should
contact any of these people.
The Wooster committee will un-
dertake a research study in depth
between now and early fall of the
various student activities in the
conference. On the basis of this
report, submitted to the next con-
ference in the fall, the 12 schools
will hopefully be better prepared
to know where their needs and in-
terests are similar and different
and on what basis, consequently,
they wish to proceed in further
12-scho-
ol cooperation. Even be-
fore that study is finished, how-
ever, a Directory of students in
activities throughout the GLCA
will be compiled this spring.
Great student ideas never die;
they just fade with disillusionment
or vanish with graduation. In this
case the embryonic characters of
GLCA student efforts stand to
blossom amazingly if they are
treated with a proper measure of
diligence and imagination. Such is
the job for the year ahead.
Breen Stage Couple
Perform June 7-- 8
Robert and Gertrude Breen will
stage a repeat performance of
chamber theatre in Scott Auditor-
ium during the commencement
weekend.
Dr. and Mrs. Breen will present
"Here's the Story" on the evening
of Friday, June 7, at 8:30, and
at a matinee on Saturday after-
noon, June 8, at 2:30. Tickets,
which are $1.25, go on sale May
20.
Last year, the Breens gave one
Chapel program and one evening
program here. They were so well
received that they have been asked
back.
The Breens are well-know- n as
television personalities. Mrs. Gert-
rude Breen was for a long time
a member of the cast of "Hawkins'
Falls." Dr. Breen has his own
Chicago television show and has
long been a panelist on Bergen
Evans' "Down You Go" show.
Cope Accepts 400,
Profiles '63 Frosh
"Elliptical," not well-rounde- d,
is Dr. Robert Cope's profile of
next year's freshman class.
He was referring to the class'
academic excellence as most im-
portant in selection, other interests
as a close second. "The Class of
'67 will rank among the best
classes in the country," Dr. Cope
predicted.
Reduced to approximately 400
students (present freshmen num-
ber 457), the breakdown lists 210
men, 190 women. The college still
plans, however, to expand enroll-
ment to 1500 by 1970. Next year's
total enrollment will approximate
1420 students.
.
Dr. Cope sees a trend toward
interest in language, foreign and
social service among next year's
freshmen.
Over 90 percent of those ac-
cepted have seen the campus. For
each of the 400 accepted, four
other qualified students were
turned down.
More Win Grants
The Departments of Biology,
Geology, German, Latin and
Mathematics have announced the
names of more seniors who have
received scholarships and fellow-
ships.
Elizabeth Sloan, a biology ma-
jor, is the recipient of a National
Science Foundation fellowship to
study in the physiology depart-
ment at the University of Chicago.
Paul Plusquellec received a gradu-
ate assistantship in geology at the
University of Illinois.
A German major, Martha Rus-
sell, won the Dankesstipendium
scholarship. This is West Ger-
many's version of the Fullbright
grant and will cover all her ex-
penses of studying and living in
Bonn, Germany.
Karen Hiner, a Latin major, re-
ceived a scholarship from Tufts
University for graduate study in
the classics, and Charles Osicka, a
math major, received a fellowship
from the University of Michigan.
There he will study to become an
actuary.
Cljapcl Calendar
Monday, May 13
Miss Nielsen, Mr. Davis, Music
Program.
Tuesday, May 14
Mr. William Miner A.I.D.
Thursday, May 16
No Chapel.
Friday, May 17
Senior Chapel.
WOOSTER
"Thistle" will be available
to its subscribers next week-
end, not this weekend as
stated in last week's "Voice."
There will be some addi-
tional copies available for
students who have not pre-
viously subscribed. Exact time
and place will be announced
during the week.
SFRC Changes
The Student Faculty Relations
Committee at its meeting Monday
night re-evalua- ted its structure and
purpose. The outcome is a signifi-
cant alteration of SFRC.
The most important changes in-
volve membership. The members
from the administration will re-
main the same: the President, the
Dean of the College, the Dean of
Women, the Dean of Men, and the
Assistant Dean of Men. The
faculty membership was increased
from three to five members, all
appointed by the faculty.
The number of student members
was decreased from eight to six,
including the editor of the Voice
as a non-votin- g member. The other
five members are to be appointed
by the President of the Student
Govern ment Association. The
President of the SCA will no long-
er be included on the SFRC, in ac-
cordance with his own suggestion.
The group decided to make its
meetings closed and as informal
as possible in order to promote
free expression of ideas. In an at-
tempt to prevent the SFRC from
becoming bogged down in detail,
the present Communications Com-mittee- e
which includes the Deans
and various student leaders will
now serve as a ways-and-mea- ns
committee for the SFRC.
U.M. President (aim Surveys
Sino-lndi- an Border Situation
by David Newby
India, not China, started the armed conflict in Ladakh
last October, said the Honorable Muhammed Khan, president
of the UN General Assembly, in his Tuesday address here.
Having considered the action at least since the previous
January, Nehru was taken by sur-
prise only with the factors of the
situation (the subsequent Chinese
advance) not by the conflict itself.
Furthermore, in spite of Nehru's
proclamation of a state of nation-
al emergency, 80 percent of In-
dia's armed forces remained in
Kashmir or on the Pakistani bor-
der.
Chinese objectives in advancing
into the disputed Aksai Chin re-
gion of Ladakh (prompting In-
dia's action) were not "purely
rectification of the border" nor to
occupy "sizeable portions of In-
dian territory," but rather to
negate "the impregnable defen-
sive character of the Himalayas
and put them the Chinese in
direct contact with states south of
the Himalayas."
Significantly, Mr. Khan made
no mention of Indian objectives;
many Pakistanis have felt that
India was using the bogy of Com-
munist aggression to obtain West,
ern arms for the purpose of
blackmailing Pakistan.
Welcome
0
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'Name the Scottie'
Challenges Student
Hot and thirsty these warm
spring evenings? Here is your
chance to win a cool, refreshing
prize designed to quench yours
and a friend's thirst.
Pictured above is the Scottie
which will hopefully become the
mascot for Wooster clubs, organi-
zations and athletic teams. The
drawing, completed last week at
the request of the Public Relations
office, will be used to adorn sta-
tionery letterheads and programs.
All the little fellow needs now
is a name and that is your job.
Submit your entry, complete
with your name and address, in
the mail slot of the Voice office,
or in campus mail addressed to
the Voice by Wednesday, May 22.
The winner will be chosen by
a committee consisting of repre-rentativ- es
of the faculty, adminis-
tration and the student body and
will be awarded a gift certificate
entitling him to two free popsicles
at the TUB.
The tone of Mr. Khan's address
was eminently diplomatic, but an
undercurrent of subtly barbed
comments on India and Nehru ran
throughout. Blaming India's re-interpreta- tion
of the 1946 federa-
tion agreement for the failure to
reserve British India as a unit,
E
e noted Nehru's failure to hold
the promised plebiscite in Kash-
mir to determine whether that
state would go to India or Pakis-
tan.
Mr. Khan saved his most in-
cisive words for comment on a
question regarding Red China's
admission to the UN. He noted
that the question was not one of
admission but rather of the occu-
pation of the Chinese seat in the
UN. Who then is the effective
power in China? The answer is
obvious, Mr. Khan admitted ex-
cept to those who find the situa-
tion "disagreable." Wise words
from an outstanding international
statesman.
.he
tallon Appraises Wii
by Bill Skelton
Oscar Wilde's "trivial comedy for serious people," The
Importance of Being Earnest, has not endured as a distin-
guished play because of its plot. All the fuss about mistaken
identities and irustrated love
superior to Charley Aunt or
Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath.
Neither is one particularly
tempted to "identify" with Wilde's
characters, a pat ensemble which
includes a couple of love-sic-k
blades complete with blazers and
canes, two terribly ingenuous in-geu- es,
an interfering old battle-a- x,
a senile cleric, a chaperoning
spinster, a n d inevitably some
very British buders.
Yet there is something quite en-
gaging about these superficial
types as they move around a pretty
stage so elegandy. Usually some-
one is quipping about the ludi-
crous situation. Once in a while
somebody toys with a really im-
portant subject.
"Fortunately, in England
education produces no effect what-
soever. If it did, it would prove a
serious danger to the upper
classes, and probably lead to acts
of violence in Grosvenor Square."
Despite all the farcial diver-
sions, wicked Oscar Wilde was de-
termined to insult those stuffy Vic-
torians, and he undertook his mis-
sion with plenty of malice pre-
pense and a great deal of style.
If one believes consistency to be
a vital element of style, one may
THE WOOSTER INN
PLAN NOW FOR YOUR
Color Day and Mother's Day Parties
A Luncheon or Dinner in Our Attractive Dining
Room Would Be a Real Treat for Family and
Friends.
It's Still Not Too Late To Get
CORSAGES FOR COLOR DAY
and
FLOWERS FOR MOTHER'S DAY
Why Not Send Flowers by Wire?
WOOSTER FLORAL
ON THE SQUARE
Phone 263-28- 86
Congratulations to the Class of '63
We wish you the best of luck in your chosen career.
TO THE CLASSES OF '63 '64, '65,
ENJOY YOUR VACATION!
On your return in the fall,
we hope to serve you again
in your future college years.
"It Pays To
CaQTBIL .:'(3I?l?iB "0DflIP
Pga Three
affairs results in a hokey nine
occasionally be disappointed with
the current Little Theatre produc-
tion. There is always a sense of
style. Sometimes it is the major
concern as it should be. But of-
ten its charm is dimmed by a fal-
tering pace, confusion over what
constitutes a British dialect, or an
overdose of low comedy. But then
it is not really an easy task to
stage The Importance of Being
Earnest.
As Algernon Moncrieff, the gal-
lant who "has nothing but appears
to have everything," Russell Bad-
ger tempers his performance with
just enough satire to prevent "Al-gy- "
from becoming an insuffer-
able fop. As Cecily Cardew, the
object of Algy's wooing, Abigail
Griffith poses and daydreams and
is ever so coy. Karen Schell as
Gwendolen Fairfax, another
frightfully well-bre- d young lady
and the less "simple" of the two,
minces and connives and is ever
so daring.
Lisbeth Roman in the role of
Lary Bracknell is prepared to
make it quite clear that Britannia
still rules the seas.
The Importance of Being Ear-
nest will continue in Scott Audi-
torium through Saturday, May 11.
Buy Quality"
STEAKS, SEAFOOD, CHOPS, CHICKEN
FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
6:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. 5:00 - 8:30
Ptge Four
The author has blue eyes and
writes infantile "articles" about
Sweden for the Voice. Write, au-
thor, write.
Maybe you will have a few
hours left for studying tonight?
Maybe?
2. This is Sweden. It is as big
as California, has about half of its
population and one-fift- h of its
total number of cars. Very signifi-
cant.
It also has a constitutional mon-
archy and a bicameral parliament.
There are never any revolutions in
Sweden. You never read about
Sweden in Time magazine. Hardly
ever, hardly ever, hardly ever.
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Except occasionally about Mrs.
Finkbine, or related social pecu-
liarities of Sweden.
3. This is the average Swede ac-
cording to statistics. He has blue
eyes, light-brow- n hair and stands
5 ' 10". Every year he earns the
equivalent of $3,000 of which he
spends one-fourt- h on food. He
drinks more coffee, milk and whis-
key than any other European.
Drink, Swede, drink.
He drives a Volvo (or a VW),
and every evening he solemnly
watches the one Swedish TV chan-
nel on his newly acquired TV set.
He watches "I Love Lucy," "The
Perry Como Show" and American
crime and gangster movies, all
with Swedish subtitles. He knows
he enjoys the highest living stand-
ard in Europe. He considers it
once every four years when, most
likely, he will cast his ballot for
the Socialistic Labor Party, hoping
the living standard will continue
to rise like it has since this party
came in in 1932. Today he never
had it so good before in his life.
If this is socialism, then who
minds socialism? Yes, who, who?
Do you:
BEFORE YOU GO
To Russia we are capitalists, to
the United States we are socialists.
Which is worse? Who knows?
Reporters' Views
4. This is the average Swede ac-
cording to some "informed" for-
eign reporters. A physical giant, he
suggests a meek bull, devoid of
initiative and morality. His main
interests are women and whiskey.
He is so reserved he doesn't even
talk to himself. Once a viking, he
today abhors all physical violence.
OVEJIDOAJIO
on a policy of paying all your bills with cash, stop
and think how much easier it is to write checks
and drop them in the mailbox. With a modern
personal checking account you will have your
name imprinted on every check without charge.
No minimum balance, either. You can open a
ThriftiCheck account with any amount at . . .
WAYNE COUNTY NATIONAL DANK
Cleveland-Beo- ll Office Opposite Hospital
COLLEGE STUDENTS
EARN $95.00 PER WEEK guaranteed salary
between May and Sept. 15. Fifteen $1000
scholarships available plus 10-d- ay paid
vacation abroad. Plenty of free time for
swimming and golfing. Must enjoy public
relations work. Positions open in Ohio
and Pennsylvania.
For More Information Call
Mansfield 524-319- 2
the
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Mats Presents Swedish -- American Primer
by Mats Josephson
My First Swedish-America- n
Reader, a primer for intellectuals,
college students and other misin-
formed people:
1. This is the author. He is just
an ordinary Swedish boy experi-
encing an American adventure in
education. Experience, author,
Why are the Swedes like that?
Yes, why, why?
All reporters are amateur socio-
logists. They know the answers. It
is socialism. Socialism is no good.
No good, no good, no good.
Amateur sociologists know
answers.
all
Swedish Girl
5. This is a Swedish girl. She is
5' 8", blond and has blue innocent
eyes. -- See how pretty she is. For-
eign papers tell how pretty she
is in the nude. Very pretty, very
pretty.
Foreign boys read this and
adore her. Read, boys, read.
Dream, boys, dream.
ft
An exclusive 'fountain
ftjling. Sophisticate J,
Charmingly different. A
Complement to the
loveliest hana.$J35
Your Dollar Buys More
in Wooster's Finest
Jewelry Store
145 E. Liberty St.
But don't come to see for your
self. You will end up like the
author, rrustrated.
6. This is a Swedish minister.
He preaches the Lutheran doc
trine. Preach, minister, preach.
The minister is on Government
pay-roll- s. Fewer people come to
his sermons every year. The state-churc- h
is declining obviously. The
people are indifferent obviously.
Nobody does anything about it.
After all, the minister has his
salary.
7. This is an American tourist
in Sweden. Notice his crew-cu- t,
his camera and his big grin. Hear
his unmistakable English, consist-
ing of deep guttural sounds. See
him explain to backward Swedes
how it is done "back home." No-
tice his hands waving in the air,
describing size of discussed object
in the USA. Describe, tourist,
But be careful with the adjec-
tives. Otherwise people will think
that you always brag about your
own things. Scandinavians never
praise themselves nor their own
achievements. As a rule: hardly
ever, hardly ever.
Notice how 20 other American
tourists in the background suggest
togetherness in a foreign coun
try.
8. This is the author again. He
is back for a final word this time.
All authors like words. Words,
words, words.
What is his final word? Thank
you.
Illustrations are by Ann Taylor
and Bob Boerum.)
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Members of the summer company cause in front of fair
grounds building-turned-theatr- e.
.
J ;
Old Location, New Staff, More Money
Spark Third Season For Theatre
by Barbara Ann Cernik '62
The summer theatre founded and operated bv Colleee
of
.
Wooster students is preparing to open its third season on
l Tir rthe Wooster fairgrounds.
Arena Fair was begun bv 13 theatre
r hi i . iirom an classes in the spring ot
1961. Thev were all anxious to
get out into actual production of
professional theatre and wanted
to be able to direct, design and
act, not apprentice in a stock
theatre where one pays to play
walk-ons- , run props, and learn by
watching. Learning bv doing
seemed to be a more logical ap
proach.
Part of Town
With the cooperation of the
Little Theatre, which rented them
equipment on a more or less token
basis, they started out in a food
and flower display fairgrounds
building which is still their home.
In less than a month it was con
verted to a theatre, designed by
f. Lharles Livermore ( 62). They
still build all of the seating area
for the audience each year, but it
is the best available place in town
for the purposes.
As the company has erown in1
'
i-
-
experience and public interest has
been aroused, Arena Fair has be-
come almost more a part of the
town and has gone farther away
from its parent, the College of
Wooster Little Theatre. The thea
ter was never officially connected
with the college, only in spirit be-
cause it was at the college that
the members learned everything
they knew that was applied in
the practical situation of a sum
mer theatre.
Rapid Turnover
The turnover in personnel has
been great and students from other
t 1 m m '
colleges and people from town
have become regular members
when positions opened for which
there was no one at the college in- -
terested or qualified. Only three
ol the original members are re-
turning this third season.
STARKS RESTAURANT
For Good Homecooked Meals
STEAKS, CHOPS, SEAFOODS
For Luncheons and Dinners
.SERVING CONTINUOUSLY 11 a.m. -- 8:30 p.m.
Colour Tour old shoes
in. any new colour you choose!
18 fashion shades!
Won't crack! Easily
applied! Lasts
months! Change
colours as often as you
wish !
Lady Brooke Shoe Cos-
metic Shoe Colour re-colo- urs
old shoes to match
anything you own! Now
last year's scuffed blacks
can be this year's new
reds or golds! Lady
Brooke Shoe Cosmetic re-colo- urs
anything in lea-
ther, linen, suede, silk or
straw belts, handbags or
hats! It's so easy in less
than an hour you have
new-lookin- g, perfectly
matched accessories. And
when you change your
mind or your hat
simply change the colour
gain. Why not try an
exciting quick change at
home tonightl
V shoe oonxnetlcyffM
Lady Brooke Shoe Cosmetic1
Complete Lady Brooke Shoe Cos-metic- T"
Shoe Colour Kit Contains:
1 bottle each of colour, $ 60
cleaner and waxJ JL
Additional bottles of colour $1.00 each
Additional cleaner and wax .49 each
XMt Brooke" and fihoe Cosmetic are trade
marks of Lady Brooke Limited. Dlrislon of
Cameo, Inc., Toledo A. Ohio, denoting Its lino
of ah oe colour and other shoe beauty aids.'
The College Book Store
P. S.: When you write home, make it official!
Use Our COLLEGE OF WOOSTER STATIONERY
Anne Kopf ('62), who con-
ceived the idea with Barbara Cer-
nik and was the first Managing Di-
rector, will return as an actress.
Brooke Creswell ('64) was the
"baby" of the organization and
became Managing Director the
second season. He will direct the
music for The Fantasticks and
Once Upon a Mattress.
The third member is Barb Cer-
nik, presently Managing Director,
designer, dish washer, and in
charge of all activities related to
the company and the theatre. Sev-
eral of the original members who
are not returning, but should be
familiar to the present Wooster
generation are Barbara LaSalle,
Jeanne Robinson, Bill Skelton, Bill
Thompson and John Weckesser.
Financial Success
The theatre has been able to
sustain itself financially with very
little outside help. There is enough
to start each new season with an
increase in the number of plays
and the size of the company.
The staff should total 25 this
year. There are definitely two new
members from the college with
tentative commitments from three
more. Sam Weber is Assistant Di-rect- or
and Stage Manager and Liz
Hammer, who graduates in June,
is Business Manager.
Non-Woosteri-
ans
Two hard workers from town
have been made regular members
of the company this year. Pamela
Gore, daughter of Richard T.
Gore, is props mistress and Verne
Snyder ('50) will act with the
company this season. Other mem-
bers are from Bowling Green State
University, Carnegie Institute of
Technology, the Cleveland Play
House, Wayne State University,
and Ithaca College.
The season opens on June 26th
and closes August 27th. The plays,
nine in number, are: The Solid
Gold Cadillac, The Marriaee. Two
for the Seesaw, Ring Round the
Moon, I he t antasticks, The Little
Foxes, Ten Nights in a Barroom.
Bus Stop, and Once Upon a Matt
ress, (it interest to bummer School
students is our new student rate
of $1.00 every night but Satur-
day. The regular adult rate is
$1.75.
Behind in Your
Spring Cleaning?
Catch Up at Werner's
Duds in Suds
20 WASHERS
10 DRYERS
HEAVY DUTY WASHER
EXTRACTOR
DRY CLEANING MACHINE
O AMPLE PARKING IN REAR
It Is New-C- lean
and Complete
OPEN 24 HOURS
WERNER'S
Duds in Suds
348 East Liberty St.
Ample Parking in Rear
rnaay, May iu, lyoi
(From ?!ig Ming
by Mike Stott
iloott
Akron from out of the north like the legendary wolf
on the fold will be here Saturday with its powerful base-
ball team. The formidable foe will try to repeat last Satur-
day's 11-- 1 stomping of the Wooster diamondmen. The Zips
last year were first in the conference in pitching with a team earned
run average of 1.42.
AKron able to hit drives the length of Beall Avenue will be
here Saturday to test Scot golfers. Zip linksmen runner-u- p in last
year's conference meet and owner of a 15-- 2 overall record are
hungry again.
AKRon with it's pile driving brand of tennis sports a young
vulnerable squad, cocky about last season's admirable 9-- 3 mark.
But then, Zips like the taste of Presbyterian athletes.
AKROn with 24' 4" broad jumper Dave Evans, brings its
defending conference track champions to Severance Stadium on Sat-
urday. Dave Evans, a basketball player, made more points during
his brief one night stand in Severance gymnasium than he should
have. Senior Bill Heideman, a half miler, burns a wicked 1:50 880
path; Frank Williams, high jump champion, is able to leap tall
buildings in one bound. Faster than a speeding bullet, 440 Virgil
Brown (:48.6) Thank God he's ineligible. More powerful than a
locomotive is weight man Ed Wilson. He unleashed a herculean
50' 2l2" heave in the shot and a 150' 10" effort in the discus last
year.
AKRON mean, rough and ready, with its all spoiling masses.
Wooster with its rabid supporters thronging to the athletic fields.
SEE AKRON in all its defiant splendor. SEE Wooster in all its
passionate glory; mad sprawling parents stomping up the Hill.
AKRON is here TOMORROW. Not even Solomon in all his
glory was arrayed like one of these. Not since the days of Sodom
and Gomorrah has such a raging issue blazed to the forefront of the
Presbyterian imagination. AKRON Wooster in technicolor and cine-
mascope. AKRON-WOOSTE- R in a COLOR DAY extravaganza with
its cast of thousands that you won't want to miss.
FOR WHAT IT'S WORTH DEPT. Look for first doubles team
of Senior co-captai- ns John Ferry and Dave Little to advance quite a
ways in next weekend's OAC tennis championships at Denison. Also
take a long look at the soccer team before you adjourn for vacation
and take an even longer glance when you return in the fall. That
4-2-
-4 formation you see is for real. The kickers should improve re-
markably over this year's 2-- 6 mark.
RUMOR DEPT. Confirmed: That three-tim- e All-Ameri- ca has-ketba- ll
star, Jerry Lucas, will be on campus the weekend of May 26
for Coach Van Wie's basketball clinic.
DENIED : That the track team is the only Black and Gold team
to win triumphs over Muskingum this year. Racqueteers and swim-
mers enjoyed tromping the Muskies 7-- 2, and 59-2- 7, respectively.
CIRCULATING: We're polishing up our turfing kits,
We can't wait for June.
We'll be gone for the summer
We're on safari to stay,
Tell the teacher we're turfin'
Turfin' USA.
FROM OUT OF THE PAST DEPT. Three year basketball let-term- an
and four time winner in baseball, Tom McConihe, 1960 Woos-
ter graduate and a Phi Beta Kappa selection, hit the print again
early this week. Tom, now employed by the Ford Motor Company,
canned 47 out of 50 attempts to win the individual chamDionshiD in
the Ford National Telegraphic Free Throw Contest. His performance
topped a total ot b5Z rord employees who participated in the nation
wide event.
UP FOR GRABS DEPT. During your travels this summer
there is a good chance some of you may run into the "mythical
milers" from Zanzibar who will tour the United States in July. The
team of Jack O' Lantern, I. M. Quick, U. R. Fast, and I. C. Moon,
have been timed in a sweet 16:08.1 for the four mile relay. Your
summer won't be complete unless you see these boys step out, but
in case you don't get an opportunity go see the Mets win a game
or watch the Cubs win the national league pennant. In any event
have a pleasant summer catching Z's and rays, or whatever it is one
catches on a summer safari.
Seventh Wins Softball Crown;
Playoffs Will Star? Next Week
With but a few previously
rained-ou- t games yet to be played
in the Kenarden Softball League,
Seventh, which has already com-
pleted its season undefeated, has
clinched first place. The Tri-Kap- s
now can look forward to the post-
season tournament.
By defeating Fifth on Tuesday,
Seventh won its fifth in a row,
beating Second, Fourth, Third,
Sixth and Fifth in that sequence.
Indeed, when the Delts lost 7-- 1,
the six-ru- n margin of victory
marked the least numerical advan-
tage Seventh has as yet won by.
Solid defense and the strong pitch-
ing of Dave Chittick seem to be
the keys to their wins.
Equally successful in the Inde-
pendent League has been Seventh's
other softball entry, Kappa. Once
again good pitching has paid off
as Phil Brown is thus far un-
defeated. Also a threat in the In-
dependent League is First, which
narrowly dropped a game to Kap-
pa, 5-- 3. .
.
The top four teams in each
league will participate in the tour-
nament, which should get under-
way next week.
The standings:
KENARDEN
Team W L
Seventh 5 0
Second 2 1
Sixth 2 1
Third 2 2
Fifth
..l 3
Fourth
. 0 5
INDEPENDENT
Team W L
Kappa ;..5 0
Beta 4 1
Phi Delt 3 2
Faculty 2 3
8-B-
all 0 4
Rabbis 0 4
JTMB
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lilt. Union Drops Tliinclads,
Face Akron In Crucial Test
by Jim Poff
Tomorrow Wooster trackmen will host defending con-
ference champion Akron in one of the highlights of the Color
Day weekend. After this meet the Scots will entertain neigh
boring Oberlin on Tuesday, in their final dual meet before
me ual. L.nampionsnip next week-
end at Denison.
On Tuesday Scot thinclads ven-
tured to Alliance and suffered
their initial dual meet setback, 73-5- 4,
to the indoor OAC champion
Mt. Union.
In spite of the losjn'efiort
there were several bright spots for
vfin
ass, yuvr. 3v-s- ,
.3$
Foreground, John Rimmer, dis-
cus man. Background, Joe
Zurcher, shot put.
Coach Art Pilch and his charges.
Shotputter Joe Zurcher by heaving
the steel ball 50' 7" set a new
school record. The continued suc-
cess of hurdler Buddy Harris in
both the highs and lows places
him in contention for points next
week at Denison.
The return to form of senior
captain Art Herriott, who pulled
a hamstring earlier in the season
and the appearance of freshman
miler Dale Hamalainen after a
weekend in Hygeia with an attack
of tonsilitis will aid the cinder-me- n
cause on Saturday. Herriott
finished second in the 100 yard
dash and Hamalainen won the
mile in 4:32.2.
in its first triangular meet. The
Scots took this one by piling up
72 56 total to 56 13 for Hiram
and 29 56 for Northern.
On May 2 against B-- W, Davis
also set a school mark in his event.
Top performance of the day was
registered by the Yellow Jackets'
Bill Russel, who ran over all op-
position in burning his way to
victories in the 880, mile and two
mile runs. Russell's 4:18.5 time
was a new Severance Stadium
record and B-- W school mark,
Hamalainen's 4:22.0, good for a
second place established a new
Wooster mark, breaking Graig
Taylor's 1958 standard of 4:24.3.
Wooster won the meet 68V2 to
58l2.
Mt. Union 73, Wooster 54
Half mile relay: Mt. Union (Scher-messe- r,
Hawthorne, Green, Mooney.
Time: 1:29.2.
Mile run: 1. Hamalainen (W); 2.
Brown (W); 3. Weaver (MU). Time:
4:32.2.
100 yd. dash: 1. Mooney (MU); 2.
Herriott (W) ; 3. Green (MU). Time:
:09.9.
440 yd. dash: 1. Hawthorne (MU) ; 2.
Schermesser (MU); 3. Seipert (W).
Time: :49.0.
120 yd. hurdles: 1. Harris (W) ; 2.
Filkill (MU) ; 3. Jones (W. Time: :15.8.
Pole vault: 1. G. Davis (W) ; 2. Stock-
ing (W); 3. McGirr. Height: 12' 6".
High jump: 1. Green (MU) ; 2. Davis
(W) ; Height: 5' 10".
Shot put: 1. Zurcher (W) ; 2. Archi-
bald (MU) ; 3. J. Davis (W). Distance:
so r.
Half mile: 1. Riggle (MU) ; 2. Lauf-fe-r
(MU) ; 3. Brown (W). Time: 1:59.7
220 yd. dash: 1. Mooney (MU) ; 2.
Herriott (W) ; 3. Schermesser (MU).
Time: :22.1.
220 yd. hurdles: 1. Harris (W) ; 2.
D. Jones (W) ; 3. Filkill (MU). Time:
:25.1.
Discus: 1. Huth (MU); 2. Rimmer(W); 3. Archibald (MU). Distance:
138' 6".
Two mile: 1. Sutton (MU) ; 2. Wea-
ver (MU); 3. P. Jones (W)'. Time:
10:11.6.
Broad jump: 1. Morlan (MU) ; 2. G.
Davis (W); 3. Archibald (MU). Dis
tance: 21' 5".
Last Snriinlflv th ..Mlle ry: Mt. Union ( Kellogg,
" rTi Mooney, Green, Hawthorne. Time:i j rr i vr ihosted Hiram and Ohio Northern 1 3:25.4.
Linlismen Entertain Akron Tomorrow
by Will Johnson
Last week was a busy one for
the Scot linksters, but this com-
ing Saturday provides the big tilt,
the Color Day match with Akron.
The golf team left the Wooster
campus Sunday night to travel to
Ohio State for the next day's In-
tercollegiate Tournament. The
Scots finished sixth in a field of
27 teams, placing higher than any
other OAC team. Akron finished
right behind Wooster.
In this tournament the team's
top five scores are counted. Woos-ter'- s
total was 612 with freshmen
Tom Cooper and Doug Shriver
leading the way with scores of
118 and 119 respectively for 27
holes.
The Scots had the lead at the
end of the first nine holes, but
failed to hold it as Ohio Univer-
sity eventually wound up with the
team title. This was a good show-
ing for the Wooster golfers, how-
ever. Sophomore Hugh Peters
carded a brilliant 34 for the front
nine to lead the field of some 160
golfers.
In dual meets the team broke
even, beating Baldwin-Wallac- e 18-- 6
and losing to rliram 14-9- 1.
The loss to Hiram was the first
in 17 years, but it must be pointed
out that conditions for golf were
poor and that the Aurora Country
Club course is not an easy one
to play on for the first time.
Captain Al Johnson led the
Wooster squad in their victory
over B-- W. He shot a 38-36-- 74 to
be low medalist while sweeping all
four points from his opponent.
Once again all Scot golfers pro-
duced scores in the 70's.
With the season nearly over, the
team is setting its sights on the
OAC tournament. Judging from
their performance in the Intercol-
legiate Tournament at Ohio State,
the Scot linksters could go all
the way. But Saturday's match
with tough Akron is the first
bridge they must cross.
TDWIDLILIE 10 NN
Chicken Dinner Capital of the World
"Thirty-fou- r Years of Inn-Keepin- g"
1929-196- 3
In an old inn in England, where he sought refuge from the chill of a
winter's night, a weary traveler wrote the following poem on one of
the inn's frosty window panes:
"Whoever has traveled life's dull round,
Where 'ere his stages may have been,
May sigh to think he has found
His warmest welcome at an Inn."
Long a' common , stop on the stage routes in olden days, the Inn was
rediscovered in 1929 and converted by Mr. and Mrs. Paul Renining
and family to today's use, making it one of the oldest inns in Ohio.
Jim Toedtman Reports
Baker Chops Turner
Although plans are still
man Don Baker has begun to
his May 22 boxing bout with J.
While Baker maintains
be the match site, Turner con-
tinues to push for Cleveland's
Arena.
Baker has been holding three
early morning workouts a week in
his Douglass attic training camp
and expects to raise the number
to five during the final two weeks
of his preparation period.
Before beginning his regular
Saturday morning session, Baker
glanced at the weekly issue of the
Voice. After reading King Cobra's
latest gem, Baker quickly quipped:
With Turner's newly-develope- d
"alley-oop,- "
There lies his only hope to pre-
vent becoming a hula hoop.
Spinning around with every
swoop
Of my newly developed "Super-- v
Doop."
Yes, you guessed it, to win he'll
need an armored troop.
If he tries that crazy thing
called the "alley-oop.- "
According to Wooster Boxing
Association officials, Commissioner
Reggie Williams, and President
and Promoter Reggie Minton, en-
tertainment is slowly being con-
tracted which will provide the pre-
liminary program on May 22.
One outstanding feature which
has been booked is a wrestling
match between Guy "Diesel" Di-Cic- co
and David A. "Action"
Little. A tag team match between
the two has been mentioned al-
though the two wrestlers have not
announced their respective team-
mates. Williams said he expects
to pit Little and Dave Wright
against DiCicco and Phil Cotter-ma- n.
Gentleman Don Baker held an- -
i
far from completion, Gentle-bea- r
down in preparation for
Edward "King Cobra" Turner.
Severance Gymnasium should
other of his bi-week- ly press con-
ferences Thursday morning. Baker
was asked several questions re-
garding his training methods dur-
ing the last few weeks.
"I haven't trained hard because
I feel like a child with a new toy
(Turner) and I am still amazed
at its novelty. Turner really excites
the public with his purposeless
predictions. For this I admire him,
but when his predictions involve
me I get a bit upset," Baker 6aid.
What weaknesses are you plan-
ning to take advantage of?
"Turner has one big Achilles
foot in his mouth."
Do you agree with the schedu-
ling of the fight on the May 22
program? "We were successful in
arranging the fight last on the
program so the spectators will see
some entertainment before Turn-
er's lengthy intermission."
WOOSTER
SKATELAND
TUESDAY, FRIDAY,
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
7:30 - 10:30 65c Admission
25c Skate Rental
SATURDAY MATINEE
2--4 p.m. 40c Total
SUNDAY MATINEE
2-- 4 p.m. 50c Admission
15c Skate Rental
SUNDAY NIGHT
Entire Family Only $1.00
Plus Skate Rental
Wash and Dry Clean
Many Students come to us for
Washing and Dry Cleaning their clothes. ?
Wash 20 cents Dry 10 cents
Dry Clean 8 lbs. for $2.00
Open 24 Hours per Day for Laundry Except Sunday
Deall Ave. Econ-O-Wa- sh
Beall at Hartzler Wooster, Ohio
S.i
4 . ''','
J X i ' ' 'A " v
U.S. KEDS COURT KING
Professionally designed for
top-flig- ht tennis. Acceptable,
Heebie instep and full cush- - Sr
ioning assure complete com-
fortlaces to the toe for
perfect fit and excellent sup
FOB I
port. Abrasion-resista- nt sole
,
i
m
' y , ,i " '
Jiolda on any playing surface. fflfe'tQ '
$0.99
Ainster'. Shoes
... the finest in CAMPUS fashions
P9 Sir
letters Ace Otters,
Even Season Mark
Tomorrow the College of Woos-te- r
tennis team plays host to arch
rival Akron in what should be
one of the most colorful meets of
the season. Coach Al Van Wie
expects his men to be in excel-
lent condition both mentally and
physically.
"A victory against us tomor-
row," 6aid Al, "would make for
a successful season for Akron.
Last year Wooster edged Akron
by a slim margin of 5-- 4. Tomor-
row the netters will be facing the
exact same lineup."
Last Friday Wooster met a pow-
erful Kenyon squad on the Kenyon
home courts. Kenyon copped four
of the six singles matches and sec-
ond doubles to edge the Wooster
men 5-- 4.
The following day a fired up
Wooster squad whipped Hiram 6-- 3
all in short powerful sets. Fresh-
men Jim Poff, Tad Trantum and
Will Johnson all swept their sin-
gles followed by a complete vic-
tory of the doubles teams.
SINGLES
Ferry under Marks, 6-- 4, 6-- 3
Poff over McMillin, 6-- 0, 6-- 4
Little under Barry, 6-- 1, 7--5
Rudick under Furguson, 3-- 6, 7-- 5,
6-- 3
Johnson over Heath, 6-- 2, 6-- 2
Trantum over Dunn, 6-- 2, 6-- 3
DOUBLES
Ferry-Littl- e over McMillin- -
Fergenson, 6--2, 6-- 3
Poff-Rudic- k over Marks-Barr- y,
6-- 3, 6-- 3
Johnson-Trantu- m over Dixs-Dye- r,
6-2,6-
-3
Tuesday, the Wooster netters
evened their season record by
cleaning Otterbein 9-- 0 on the
Wayne Avenue courts. Wooster
took advantage of fair weather,
excellent court conditions, and
fired spirits to bolster their record
to 4-- 4.
Friday the Wooster men travel
to Heidelberg in hopes of gaining
a fifth victory before clashing with
Akron Saturday.
SINGLES
Ferry over Thomas, 6-- 4, 6-- 0
Poff over Bale, 6-- 1, 6-- 1
Little over Russo, 6-- 3, 6-- 0
Rudick over Buttermore, 3-- 6, 6-- 2,
6-- 2
Henderson over Mignerey, 6-- 3, 6-- 2
Trantum over Zeck, 6-- 4, 6-- 0
DOUBLES
Ferry-Littl- e over Thomas-Russ- o,
6-- 1, 6-- 0
Rudick-Pof- f over Bale-Buttermor- e,
6-- 2, 6-- 1
Trantum-Johnso- n over Mignerey-Zec- k
1-- 6, 6-- 2, 6-- 2
YOOSTER
THEATRE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Danny
.
Kaye
in
"MAN FROM THE
DINERS CLUB"
SUNDAY - WEDNESDAY
"NINE HOURS
TO RAMA"
it's timi pen
RED BALL JETS!
(Loo for the red ball on each one)
4:30 pm Weikdiyi
IBARNABY S!I m Satvdayt
Your Red Ball Jets
Headquarters In Wooster Is
TAVtORS'
On the Square
WOOSTER VOICE Friday, May 10, 1963
fractal Stirates Mmssm Off Academic Fo'esdooy At Caoocy
(Continued from Page One)
tional approach is questioned. But
from the educational viewpoint it
is the students who are at the
center of concern, and I have faith
in the capacity of the students at
the University of Cincinnati to
reach their own intelligent conclu-
sions about controversial matters.
"Indeed, the only practical rea-
son for free speech is so that
people may hear. From this view-
point, a free university in an open
society must cherish the expression
of dissenting opinions in order
that from the sifting and winnow-
ing of conflicting opinions the
truth may emerge."
The Students for Constitutional
Freedom released this statement:
"Notice of the meeting was not
given 'so quietly' as to make it
FRENCH PLAY
The French Department of
the College of Wooster in-
vites any interested persons to
enjoy an evening of French
Theater. Eugene lonesco's
play "La Canta trice chauve"
will be presented in French in
Scot Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
on May 21.
Although there is no admis-
sion charge, the ushers may
expect a tip, in order to main-
tain the spirit of a French
theater. A few cents are in
keeping but by no means
necessary.
a surprise. Posters were distributed
widely, and classroom announce-
ments were made from Monday on.
(The speech was Thursday). No-
tifications were given to The News
Record in typed form for the two
issues preceding the meeting, but
they were not printed for some rea-
son. Publicity was obviously not
secretive, for many more people
than could be seated appeared at
the meeting room, which had
chairs for about 100.
Essence of University
"Because the fundamental prin-
ciple of a free society is that any
viewpoint may be expressed, it
can never be unpatriotic to listen
to unpopular beliefs. In a uni-
versity, freedom or access to con-
troversial view points is vital, and
the maturity of students is mani-
fested in a willingness to listen and
judge for themselves."
The News Record said the SCF
did, in fact, give notices to the
newspaper, but there was no ex
planation for why they were not
pnnted in advance of the speech.
"Undoubtedly," said an editor's
note, "it was partially our fault
that the incident occurred. How
ever, we cannot believe that the
Administration receives all its in
formation from The News Rec'
ord.n
The newspaper pointed out that
notices to all faculty members were
out on Monday morning and signs
were posted around campus on
Monday and Tuesday.
Another columnist, Pat Reeves,
said: "If the area of doubt rests
with the administration's fear that
a few students may be converted
to communism, then it must not
have much faith in the students of
this campus who, I think, are an
erudite group as far as such things
are concerned.
Student Paper Criticizes
The News Record lead editorial,
entitled "Now Our Comment . . . ",
follows:
"We find it amazing how an
aggregate of human minds can
magnify and distort something all
out of proportion to its actual size
and character. Of course, we are
speaking of last week's fiasco con
cerning the appearance of Carl
Braden on campus.
"However, in view of the subse-
quent events, it is apparent that
Carl Braden is no longer the issue.
Whether one considers him a Com-
munist, a God-sen- d, a troublemak
er, or a nobody, is immaterial he
is merely a first cause. What has
now happened strikes at the very
heart of the purpose of this Uni-
versity and transcends anything
which Carl Braden could ever hope
to do.
"We refer to the way in which
President Langsam handled the
DEST WISHES
TO
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"It is obvious that the man was
up against a rugged situation, with
implications that might not only
affect the everyday operations of
the University but also the future
of the University. But we feel that
President Langsam acted to the
detriment of the University by the
nature of his release to the press
and the action he is taking within
the University.
The series of seminars on
liberal education at Wooster
initiated by President Lowry
will continue on May 21 at
7:30 p.m. in the Andrews
Library Lecture Room.
A panel discussion by Drs.
Harold Smith, Myron Peyton,
William KiefFer and Dean
Taeusch will begin the pro-
gram. Informal open discus-
sion will follow.
"In regard to this we would
point out the following facts:
"The meeting was not boycot-
ted. The reason why just 150 stu-
dents attended is because the room
would not hold more than 150.
Dozens of students, faculty mem-
bers and administrators were turn-
ed away. Even the cameramen had
difficulty in attaining entrance.
Misconceptions
"In addition, the claim that only
150 students out of an enrollment
of 21,000 attended is misleading.
After deducting night school stu-
dents, summer school students,
special students and students on
work section, the number is closer
to around 7,000.
PARENTS
ON THIS
COLOR DAY
Wooster tata Co
Bring Your Date . . .
Bring Your Family
lllllliililg
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ON COLOR DAY,
FOOD and SUPPLIES
CATERED ANYWHERE
WITHIN 30 MILE RADIUS
115-12- 7 S. Walnut St.
Phone 262-79- 46
3 Dining Rooms Open to Serve You Better
"Another fact is that students
did not act patriotically; they
acted stupidly and with a mini-
mum of intelligence and maturity.
We are not attacking the pickets.
ricketmg is as much a right as
freedom of speech. We are attack-
ing those who harrassed Mr. Bra-
den and caused all the difficulties.
Public Embarrassment
"But we save our most vehement
objection for the way in which Dr.
Harlan, the faculty adviser of SCF,
was publicly embarrassed and pub-
licly blamed for the whole inci-
dent. This is extremely analogous,
if not identical, to the school prin-
cipal who bawls out a teacher in
front of the students. This action
completely negates one of the
most fundamental principles in ad-
ministration.
"In our view this constitutes a
serious breach of faith. We can-
not see how, in the future, any
faculty member can afford to make
any kind of a decision in the face
of this kind of behavior.
"What were the motives for this
behavior? Why didn't the presi
dent put his faith in the faculty
and student body rather than sell-
ing them down the river? We feel
certain that had he supported them
there would have been no adverse
effects.
Money the Answer
"Our answer to these questions
is pure and simple: Money. The
University must have outside do-
nations in order to survive. Presi-
dent Langsam's action was not out
of consideration for the students
or faculty but out of consideration
for the vital city funds and private
donations.
"We sympathize with this latter
aim. But when is the point reached
when the real function of the Uni-
versity, to educate, becomes sub-
ordinated to this aim? When do
the costs of incomplete education
and alienation of students and
faculty exceed the rewards of
monetary gains? When does the
University, in effect, become a
charity rather than an organiza-
tion dedicated to the attainment
of the highest ideals in our
Let Us Help You with Your Reservations
TRAIN PLANE BUS
WORLD WIDE TRAVEL AGENCY
Wooster Auto Club
Phone 263-40- 70
Authorized College Travel Agents
BRENNER'S 1 I
1 1 ly v? FignTy Will
pJJ) . 'We have a colorful assortment to C5
I 11 add brightness to the new-seaso- n i i 3
scene! You'll see a beautiful selec-
tion of short sleeve shirts . . . priced
prom $2.95 to $6.95 and the latest
in Wash 'n Wear casual slacks
priced from $4.95 to $6.95.
WOOSTER, OHIO
Open 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week
VJ
